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Course Description

Field research involves collecting original data (qualitative and/or quantitative) in field sites. This course combines informal lecture and discussion with practical exercises to build specific skills for conducting field research in organizations. Readings include books and papers about research methodology and articles that provide exemplars of field research. Specific topics covered include: the role of theory in field research, variance versus process models, collecting and analyzing different kinds of data (observation, interview, survey), levels of analysis, construct development and validity, blending qualitative and quantitative data (in a paper, a study, or a career), and writing up field research for publication.

A core aim of the course is to help students develop intuition about the contingent relationship between the nature of the research question and the field research methods used to answer it as a foundation for conducting original field research. Field research is presented as a learning process in which researchers are engaged in a dialogue initially with the phenomena they study and later with a specific audience for their ideas. Course requirements are designed to suit your interests and current stage of research involvement, with the ultimate purpose of advancing your particular research agenda. (See “Requirements” below.) Previous course work in research methods is a prerequisite. Although it is not a focus of this course, students will be expected to understand basic principles of statistical analysis as a foundation for engaging in discussions about effective field research. This is a limited enrollment course. If this course is not part of your required curriculum, explain in an email to Lisa Riva (lriva@hbs.edu) your motivation to enroll.

Module I of the course is a two-week introductory module on the nature of grounded and inductive theory building and how this kind of research differs from traditional deductive research methods. Module II focuses on collecting field data and Module III on analyzing them. Module IV concerns writing and reviewing field research for publication in refereed journals.

Requirements

Course requirements include regular class attendance and active participation; eight experiential exercises, called “Practice Exercises,” in which you will engage in various aspects of field research; write-ups of the exercises; and a final paper. Evaluation in the course will be based on improvement, with a strong emphasis on development over the term of one’s theoretical and practical understanding of field research methods.
Class Participation 20%
The class design is intended to create a developmental and collegial environment that supports mutual learning. Crucial to our success in this regard is everyone’s diligent preparation for and active participation in each class.

Practice Exercises 40%
Over the course of the semester, you will undertake the following eight short practice exercises. The assignments are available on the course platform.

2. Collecting Observational Data – due Friday, March 22 by 10:00 am.
3. Collecting Interview Data – due Friday, March 22 by 10:00 am.
4. Collecting Survey Data – due Friday, March 22 by 10:00 am.
5. Parts II and III of the Research Workbook: “Research Design” and “Returning to Your Research Question” – due Friday, March 29 by 10:00 am.
6. Focused Coding of Qualitative Data (may be done in groups of 2 or 3) – due Monday, April 15 by 10:00 am.
7. Writing a Review for a Referred Journal – due Monday, April 29 by 10:00 am.

Please email your write-up of the exercise by the designated due date to both me (manteby@hbs.edu) and my assistant, Lisa Riva (lriva@hbs.edu).

I will read and comment on, but not grade, your write-up of each exercise. You have the option of revising any practice exercise based on feedback. At the end of the semester, you will turn in a portfolio that includes the completed practice exercises (including both original and revised versions, if you revise).

Final Paper 40%
There are two options for the final paper, each of which is due no later than Monday, May 6 at 5:00 pm. For both options, the practice assignments should facilitate your efforts on the final paper. We will also set times to discuss the final paper on an individual basis.

Option 1: Proposal for a field study on a topical area of interest
This assignment asks you to pose a research question that you think is worth asking and identify/elaborate the literature-based basis as well as motivating practical problem. You should also situate your study in the field methodological landscape, articulate an appropriate design and methodology, and examine issues of dependability and generalizability with reference to the design and data collection method chosen, as well as any other methodological issues posed by your study. 25 page, double–spaced limit for the paper.
Option 2: Field study
This assignment focuses on collecting and analyzing data for a study you have already (or mostly) designed and executed (or at least begun to execute). You will articulate your design, research question, and literature review in up to 7 pages. The bulk of the paper should present initial and focused data analyses. 40 page, double-spaced limit for the paper. Transcribed data should be placed as an appendix, not counting as part of the page limit.

Note: I encourage you to select the assignment that will most help to advance your research, whether your second-year project, qualifying paper, dissertation, or other independent research you are conducting or are planning to conduct.

Readings
Required and recommended readings for each class and helpful background materials are listed below. Class sessions will involve lecture as well as discussion of readings and exercises. Each week’s reading assignment is accompanied by a set of questions to guide your preparation for the class discussion.

Required Texts

Module I: Overview of Field Research Methods
In this module, we will discuss the nature of grounded and inductive theory-building and how this kind of research differs from traditional deductive research methods. We will unpack the four basic elements of field research – the research question, the theory, the data, and the analysis of data.

♦ Week 1: Introductions and Orientation (January 30)
The first class will be devoted to introductions of concepts and participants. Come prepared to tell us about your background and your current or planned research focus. The assigned reading provides some historical background on the use of field methods to further grounded theory.
**Readings:**

**Questions for class discussion:**
- What is theory? How is grounded theory different from other methods with which you may be familiar?
- When would you want to use deductive methods and when would you want to use inductive methods?
- To which research paradigm do you feel most drawn and why?
- How might grounded theory be useful for investigating research questions of interest to you?
- What types of contributions can grounded theory make relative to other approaches?

**Assignment:** Complete course poll. [http://poll.hbs.edu/poll/open/pollTakerOpen.jsp?poll=113848](http://poll.hbs.edu/poll/open/pollTakerOpen.jsp?poll=113848)

♦ Week 2: Research Questions (February 6)
Assigned readings for this week include two research articles and several chapters on developing a research question. Our focus is on how to develop a research question that is of interest not only to you, but to the field as well. Concerns are threefold: 1) the question’s likelihood of providing a theoretical contribution; 2) its level of specificity, and 3) the probability of being able to answer it with the appropriate methodological approach. We will discuss these concerns in relation to the research questions you developed for the Practical Exercise on designing a research question. We will also discuss the difference between process and variance theories as illustrated in the two assigned research articles.
Readings on developing a research question:

Readings using field research to frame a research question:

Questions for class discussion:
- What kinds of research questions are addressed in field research? How do you develop research questions? What is the relationship between a research question and theory?
- What differences do you notice in the research questions guiding the two studies? How do the kinds of data differ? How do the data analyses differ? How do the theories differ?

Assignment:
Complete Practice Exercise #1 – Part I of the Research Workbook: “Developing a Research Question.” Due Monday, February 4 by 10:00 am. Please email your assignment to both me (manteby@hbs.edu) and my assistant, Lisa Riva (lriva@hbs.edu).

Module II: Data Collection
This module focuses on tools, contingent relationships, and challenges in field research. The emphasis is on the fit among research questions, methods, and theoretical contributions. We examine methods for collecting field data (observation, interview, survey) their strengths and limitations. The objective of the module is to examine how researchers approach challenges encountered in conducting field research, especially those related to construct development and support, establishing validity, and connecting analyses to theory. We also consider explicitly the tension between design and opportunity when conducting field research.

Assignment:
You will complete the following three Practice Exercises over the course of this module. The write-ups of these exercises are due Friday, March 22 by 10:00 am. (We will debrief these exercises in class after Spring Break on Wednesday, March 27.)
- Practice Exercise #2 – Collecting Observational Data
- Practice Exercise #3 – Collecting Interview Data
- Practice Exercise #4 – Collecting Survey Data
You may begin these exercises at any time. Do the exercises in the order in which they appear above. The topic or setting you choose should ideally, but not necessarily, be one that is related to your research interests. It is best of all if you can relate them to the research question you developed for the first practice exercise and, thus, to the topic of your final paper.

♦ Week 3: Collecting Data I – Ethnography (February 13)
This week begins a multi-week focus on the collection of data – using different approaches that vary in obtrusiveness, fidelity, and richness. Each week, we examine special challenges related to using a given method, including practical concerns, potential tradeoffs between validity and reliability, and other issues. We will pair readings on each data collection technique, with readings that provide exemplar use of the technique in question. This way, we will be able to compare prescription and execution.

Reading on ethnography:
R. Emerson, R. Fretz & L. Shaw (1995). Fieldnotes in ethnographic research, Chapter 1, In the field: Participating, observing and jotting notes, Chapter 2 and Writing up fieldnotes, Chapter 3 in Writing Ethnographic Fieldnotes: 1-65.
[Note: These chapters are useful references for Practice Exercise #2 – Collecting Observational Data.]

Readings using ethnographic methods:

Questions for class discussion:
• What is ethnography? What kinds of data are collected? How are they presented?
• What are the implications of these data for theory, for the literature, for analysis?
• What are the strengths and weaknesses of ethnographic methodologies? How do you “do” ethnography? When would you choose to do this?
• What did you find convincing or not convincing in the data, analysis, and interpretation of the studies you read?
• What techniques did the authors employ to convince you? Which techniques were effective, and which were less so?
**Recommended reading on ethnographic methods:**
Anteby, M. 2012. Relaxing the Taboo on Telling our Own Stories: Upholding Professional Distance and Personal Involvement, Organization Science
Rivera, Lauren. (2010) status distinctions in interaction: Social selection and exclusion at an elite nightclub, Qualitative Sociology (33): 229-255.

♦**Week 4: Collecting Data II – Interviews (February 27)**
This week we will discuss—and demonstrate—the art and method of interviewing.

**Readings on interview techniques:**

**Readings using interview data:**

**Recommended readings on interview techniques:**

**Questions for class discussion:**
- What do interview data do well? Not well?
- How do the interview approaches in the two assigned papers differ?
- How do these researchers ensure the rigor of their data collection and analysis? Do you “believe” the interview data presented in these studies? Why or why not?
Week 5: Collecting Data III – Surveys (March 6)
In this class, we will discuss what makes for a good survey, strengths and weaknesses of surveys as a source of field data, and when it is most appropriate to use surveys. We will also lightly touch upon field-experiments.

Readings on survey methods:

Readings using survey data:

Recommended readings on surveys:

Questions for class discussion:
• What do survey data do well? Not well?
• How do the survey approaches in the two assigned papers differ?
• How do these papers compare to prescription on collecting survey data? If they fell short, how so?

Week 6: Hybrid Research Designs (March 13)
This week focuses on field research at the hypothesis-testing (versus theory-building) end of the spectrum. Hybrid research designs are those that blend different approaches, such as integrating qualitative and quantitative data. This week, we consider how different approaches can be integrated into a single paper.

Readings on hybrid designs:
**Readings using hybrid designs:**
Gardner, Heidi K. "Performance Pressure as a Double-Edged Sword: Enhancing Team Motivation While Undermining the Use of Team Knowledge." *Administrative Science Quarterly*

**Questions for class discussion:**
- Why do hybrid research? What are the objectives of a hybrid approach?
- How does this aid in triangulation? What are the challenges involved in using this approach?
- Did the hybrid designs in the two assigned research papers significantly strengthen the research? If so, how? If not, why not?

**REMEMBER: PRACTICE EXERCISES #2, #3, AND #4 are due Friday, March 22 by 10:00 AM**

♦ **Week 7: In-Class Debrief of Practice Exercises #2, #3, and #4 (March 27)**
We will discuss the three Practice Exercises you turned in on the previous Friday, comparing and contrasting the experience of conducting these three methods of data collection—observation, interviews, and surveys—as well as the strengths and weaknesses of each kind of data.

**Questions for class discussion:**
- What did you learn from conducting the three Practice Exercises? What did you find frustrating or satisfying when you were conducting the exercises?
- What do you think about the prescriptive advice offered in the readings?
- What is missing? What does your own experience suggest?
- What flaws are you likely to encounter? How can you anticipate/correct/learn from them?
- How would you refine your techniques? What would you now do differently?
- Which method are you more likely to use? Why?

**Reading on collecting field data:**

♦ **Week 8: Fundamentals of Field Research: Bringing It All Together (April 3)**
In this class, we will examine four basic elements of field research – the research question, the theory, the data, and the analysis of data – and consider the nature of the fit among them. You will also have an opportunity to discuss the work you have done in your Research Workbook and to receive feedback on your research question and design.
Readings on methodological fit:

Questions for class discussion:
- How can you tell if you have the right method for your research question?
- How do your research concerns and challenges differ when doing early versus late stage research?
- How does the fit of research method and question fit with academic and career temporal cycles?
- How can you use your understanding of fit to make your research interesting to others?

Assignment:
Complete Practice Exercise #5 – Parts II and III of the Research Workbook: “Research Design” and “Returning to Your Research Question.” Due Friday, March 29 by 10:00 am.
Please email your assignment to both me (manteby@hbs.edu) and my assistant, Lisa Riva (lriva@hbs.edu).

Module III: Analyzing Data
This module is focused on data analysis for theory-building. We will discuss how other scholars approach data coding, identification of mechanisms, and theory construction. We will also conduct several hands-on exercises both in and outside of class to give you experience with the process of coding qualitative data.

♦ Week 9: Analyzing Data for Theory Building I: Exploring and Naming (April 10)
In this class, we will use the “Learning to see” chapter by Scudder, assigned below, for an in-class exercise on open-coding, as well as for Practice Exercise #6 on focused-coding and memoing (due Week 10).

Reading about using qualitative data to build theory:

Readings related to open-coding of qualitative data:
♦ Week 10: Analyzing Data for Theory Building II: From Coding and Memoing to Heuristics and Frameworks (April 17)

This week, we will spend the first half of class debriefing Practice Exercise #5, which involves moving from the open codes you developed in class last week to focused coding and memoing. Here, the emphasis in coding is on categorizing and fitting categories together so as to move toward telling a story or explaining a mechanism (in contrast to analyses that strive to test hypotheses). We will spend the second half of class discussing how one moves from focused coding and memoing to theory development.

Readings on coding and analyzing field data:

Readings on heuristics and frameworks:

Recommended readings on coding and analyzing field data:

Assignment:
Complete Practice Exercise #6 – Focused Coding of Qualitative Data. You may wish to conduct this Exercise in groups of 2 or 3. **Due Monday, April 15 by 10:00 am.** Please email your assignment to both me (manteby@hbs.edu) and my assistant, Lisa Riva (lriva@hbs.edu).
Module IV: Conclusion: Writing and Reviewing Field Research

In this module, we will focus on writing papers based on field research. We will conduct several hands-on exercises to learn how to develop and write up theoretical arguments, including considering what to present up front versus in the discussion section, for theory-building papers. You will also have the opportunity to practice your journal-reviewing skills and to see how the journal-review process unfolds.

♦ Week 11: Writing: Theorizing the Storyline (April 24)

In this class, we will discuss how to write an inductive theory paper based on field research.

Readings on the writing process:

Readings on theorizing the storyline:
Golden-Biddle, K. and K. Locke (2007) Chapter 2: Crafting a theorized storyline, Chapter 3: Developing the theorized storyline, Composing Qualitative Research: 25-60. [Required text]

Assignment:
Come to class having deconstructed the theoretical argument in one of the four papers listed below (Barley, Ely & Thomas, Ibarra, or Edmondson, each assigned earlier in the course). I recommend picking one that uses the kind of argument you think you will use to frame the study you will write about in your final paper for the course. Examine in detail the choices made by the authors regarding how to present a theoretical argument (sequence of paragraphs in the introductions) and how to connect the argument to the data (sequence of paragraphs in the discussion). Analyze, paragraph by paragraph, the structure of the argument and how the article is put together into sections, as well as within section. Consider these as small decisions made by the authors. You may find it useful to make an outline of the paragraphs’ main points to better understand the structure of the argument. Did the authors use any of the four rhetorical moves identified by Locke and Golden-Biddle (2007) in the assigned chapters (2 and 3) above in the required text?


**Question for Class Discussion:**
- Which of the approaches to crafting a theoretical contribution identified in the Locke and Golden-Biddle (2007) article are you likely to use in your final paper for this course?

♦ **Week 12: Writing and Responding to Critiques of Methods in Field Research Papers (May 1)**
This week, you will have the opportunity to practice your journal-reviewing skills and to see how the journal-review process unfolds. We will take this opportunity to focus more explicitly on the paper-crafting-and-reviewing process by reading what scholars have written about these processes and by seeing an example.

**Readings on crafting and reviewing papers:**
Daft, Richard L. (1995) Chapter 9: Why I recommended that your manuscript be rejected and what you can do about it, L.L. Cummings and P. Frost (Eds.), *Publishing in the Organizational Sciences*: 164-182.
http://web.mit.edu/ewzucker/www/Tips%20to%20article%20writers.pdf

**Paper to review:**

**Recommended reading:**

**Questions for class discussion:**
- What did you think of the reviewers’ comments? How did they compare with your comments?
- What did you think of the changes made? How did construct clarity, support and the framing of novelty improve? How were relationships between constructs established?
- What makes a good review? What does this experience teach you about being a good reviewer for others?
• Having seen the whole review process for this paper, what do you take away as lessons about the journal-reviewing process?

Recommended readings on validity:

Assignment:
Practice Exercise #7 – Writing a Review for a Refereed Journal. Due Monday, May 29 by 10:00 am. Please email your assignment to both me (manteby@hbs.edu) and my assistant, Lisa Riva (lriva@hbs.edu).

After you have turned in your review, you will receive an electronic copy of the actual reviews of this paper, the editorial letter, the revision, and the authors' responses to the reviewers and editors. Please read these materials and come to class prepared to discuss them in class.
Additional Recommended Texts on Field Methods, Research, Writing, and Publishing


Recommended Edited Volumes of Field Work Scholarship

